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The Stock Route Network (SRN) is a contemporary term for the network of stock 
routes and reserves for travelling stock set aside for the primary purpose of 
facilitating the movement of stock on hoof throughout Queensland’s pastoral 
districts.  
 
The SRN also supports a range of other activities ranging from use by community 
groups, other non-pastoral industries, construction of public utilities, recreation and 
tourism, and provides emergency fodder in times of drought. The SRN also has 
significant cultural heritage and environmental values. 
 
A stock route is defined under the Land Protection (Pest and Stock Route 
Management) Act 2003 as a ‘road or route ordinarily used for travelling stock or 
declared under a regulation as a stock route’.  The Queensland SRN consists of 
approximately 72,000 kilometres (1.5 million hectares) of stock routes. 
 
A reserve for travelling is also defined in the Act and are reserves set aside under the 
Land Act 1994 for a community purpose that allows for the reserves use by travelling 
stock.   

1.1 Preparation of the plan 

The Waggamba Shire Council SRN Management Plan (SRNMP) has been developed 
in response to the Land Protection (Pest and Stock Route Management) Act 2002, 
which requires certain local governments, prescribed under the Land Protection (Pest 
and Stock Route Management) Regulations 2003, to have SRNMPs by 1 July 2004.  
Waggamba Shire Council is one of those local government areas (LGAs) required to 
have a SRNMP. 
 

1.1.1 Community consultation 
In the process of preparing the plan, Council engaged with the local community to 
capture the main interests of stakeholders.  This involved posting a notice in the 
Goondiwindi Argus on the 2nd and 9th of March to announce the availability of the 
draft plan for comment.  The plan was also sent to 17 key landholders and other 
stakeholders who were selected by Council. A series of 12 community meetings held 
throughout the Shire also discussed the plan and encouraged people to provide 
comment. A total of 2 written and 1 verbal submissions were received and 
considered by Council.  

1.2 Purpose of the plan 

The purpose of this plan is to improve the management of the SRN so that the 
impacts of stock on the resources, users and values of the SRN are minimised, whilst 
minimising the impacts from other users of the network on travelling stock.  SRN 
management does not encompass the overall management of the road corridors 
where the stock routes are located; it is simply the management of impacts from 
stock and impacts to stock. 

 
Clear and achievable goals, have been set out in the plan, with targets to be 
achieved within the life of the plan for sustainable management and use of the SRN 
in Waggamba Shire.    
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Implementation of the plan will lead to improvements in services to stakeholders, 
greater accountability of Waggamba Shire Council and more efficient use of available 
resources.  Ultimately, this plan will play a vital role in protecting the production and 
conservation values of Waggamba Shire. 
 
The plan will operate as a practical extension of the visionary statements and goals 
set out in the Queensland SRN Management Strategy and the Principles for SRN 
Management, provided for in the Land Protection (Pest and Stock Route 
Management) Act 2003.  The plan will operate in conjunction with the Land 
Protection (Pest and Stock Route Management) Act 2003 and within the parameters 
of other legislation and policy. 
 
The plan starts by describing the current situation for SRN management in 
Waggamba Shire Council and then details the components of SRN management.  
The components include: 
 

1. Network integrity; 
2. Grazing management; 
3. Significant area management; 
4. Risks and safety management; 
5. Infrastructure management; 
6. Pest and disease management; 
7. Water agreements management; 
8. Permitting travel and agistment, and 
9. Compliance. 

 
For each component there is:- 

 a statement to outline the management components’ relevance to the 
SRN management plan; 

 a management goal; the indicators and targets for achieving the goals;  
 council policies for on-going management;  
 the issues for management, and  
 the strategies and actions to address the issues. 

 
The last two sections cover the implementation of the plan and arrangements to 
review the plan.   

1.3 Duration of the plan 

This plan will be effective from 1 July 2005 until 30 June 2009. 
 
Background 
Within Waggamba Shire Council there are 985 km of stock routes.  These routes are 
classified as primary, secondary, minor or inactive routes based on the level of use of 
the route by travelling stock.  The classifications have been derived from statistics 
obtained from the issue of Stock Route Permits between 1988 and 1997 (Table 2).   
 
Table 2 Classification of stock routes 

Classification Cattle Equivalents Per Annum 
(6 sheep = 1 cow) 

Primary > 9000 head 

Secondary 3000 –9000 head 

Minor < 3000 head 

Inactive Local & unrecorded movements 
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The SRN in Waggamba Shire Council is primarily used as a cost effective alternative 
source of agistment for stockowners within and beyond the shire. The graph of 6 
monthly stock movement provided as appendix 4 shows that most demand for use of 
the network usually occurs in the winter half of the year when pasture conditions are 
usually at their worst. The graph also highlights the effect of the drought with a 
spike in demand during the period Jan 01 to Dec 02.  It is still used to a lesser extent 
for moving stock between neighbouring properties or properties with common 
ownership. Due to the competitive cost of road transport, few stock are now solely 
on the route to be moved to saleyards etc, with most walking without a clear 
destination or route in mind.  The network has played a significant role in times of 
drought, fire and flood providing relief fodder and access to secure, well-watered 
facilities, for stock from interstate and other shires. 
 
There are also valuable areas located on the SRN in Waggamba Shire Council.  These 
areas are valued for their remnant flora and fauna and cultural heritage.  Areas that 
contain significant biodiversity need to be protected on behalf of the wider 
community.  Some areas represent the last pockets of remnant vegetation for this 
area.  There are also areas containing artefacts from traditional owners and historic 
occupation.  It is important for future generations that the links to our past are 
preserved.  Further details and statistics of the SRN in Waggamba Shire Council are 
illustrated in Figure 1 over the page. 
 
Three maps are included in this plan, which illustrate the features within the 
Waggamba Shire Council relevant to the SRN in this LGA.  The maps are as follows: 
 
Map 1  SRN by classification + reserves + property boundaries. 

Map 2 SRN by classification + watering points. 

The land conditions have been monitored using the ‘Stocktake’ program (Appendix 1) 
for monitoring grazing resources, developed by the Department of Primary Industries 
and Fisheries.   
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Figure 1 Statistics and facts about the SRN in Waggamba Shire Council

SRN Inventory 

 
Total distance of routes 

Total  985 km 
Primary  333 km 

Secondary 189 km 

Minor/Inactive 463 km 
 

Total # of water facilities 
Total              37 

Artesian bores  2 
Sub artesian bore 2 

Excavated tank  30 

Excavations in creeks 0 
Gully dam  0 

Bore Drain Tank  1 
Natural waterholes 2 

 

Condition of water facilities 
(see also infrastructure 

condition report Appendix 2) 
Good   23 

Fair   8 
Poor   3 

Not working  0 

Not applicable  3 
 

Waggamba Shire Council 
 
Population: 2975 
Main land uses: Intensive agriculture, broad acre grain, 
irrigated cotton and grazing 
Land types, soils and vegetation:  
Eastern River Country: brown black alluvial soils on gently 
undulating terraces of the rivers with tall open forests of 
gum, box and ironbark trees 
 
Billa Billa Country: Friable, dark or brown duplex soil with 
poplar box woodland on narrow alluvial plains of major 
creeks and belah plains in the east. 
 
Western River Country: soft, brown, deep sands on low, 
broad rises within alluvial plains with woodlands of gum, 
box and pine. 
 
Yelarbon Area: Eroded, silty impermeable duplex soil with 
stunted tea tree and bull oak, some gum and box trees and 
false sandalwood on relict alluvial plains. 
 
Goondiwindi Area: self mulching dark or grey cracking clay 
on melon holed brigalow, belah plains running into river 
country (as above) 
 
North West: Self-mulching red or brown cracking clay on 
sloping brigalow-belah plains. 
 
Western Country: Red duplex soil with box in north into red 
massive earth with ironbark and box in south. 
 
Northern Boundary: Loamy, impermeable duplex soil with 
bull oak, ironbark, box and gum forests. 
  

Use of the SRN 
 
Use of the route is seasonally based with drought events causing strong demand upon the 
SRN. Details of historic and current use and the range of use throughout the year are provided 
at Appendix 3.  
 

Management of the SRN 
The Stock Routes Supervisor primarily manages the SRN with the day-to-day operations carried 
out by the Rural Service team under his control. Management responsibility rests with the 
Administration Manager who oversees the rural services budget, issues permits and reports to 
Council. Council provides funding priorities and policy direction. 



2 SRN Management Components 

2.1 Network integrity 

2.1.1 Relevance for SRN management 
Maintaining the SRN’s integrity will contribute towards achieving two legislative principles for SRN management as set out in the Act: 
“management” and “planning”.  That is, by managing the resource to “ensure it remains available for public use”, “managing and improving 
the network’s natural resources and travelling stock facilities for use” and planning so that management is “consistent at local, regional and 
State levels” the overall integrity of the part of the network within Waggamba Shire will be not only maintained, but enhanced. 
 
In addition, this plan’s intentions for network integrity also contribute towards implementing the Queensland Stock Route Network 
Management Strategy by providing for strategic direction and coordination, as well as network enhancement and operational management.  
That is, management is planned, resourced, and completed to enhance and maintain the integrity of stock routes and reserves. 
 

2.1.2 Goal 
That the SRN’s integrity as a State corridor is maintained and enhanced so that unimpeded travel can occur through the Waggamba Shire and 
adjoining Shires. 
 

2.1.3 Indicators and targets 
 

Network integrity indicators Targets 

► Number of significant differences between Waggamba Shire management approaches and 
adjoining Shires’ management approaches, which impede smooth travel between Shires. 

► Number of complaints received regarding impediments to travel on the network. 

► Zero differences  
 
► Zero complaints 
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2.1.4 Network integrity policies 
 

2.1.4.1 Partnerships policy 
 Waggamba Shire Council will endeavour to engage with adjoining Shires to develop a partnership approach whereby priority issues for 

management that cross local government area boundaries will be agreed upon, and to develop in partnership consistent management 
approaches to these issues. Council staff will be encourage to attend regular training workshops and field days to establish working links 
with staff of neighbouring shires. 

 

2.1.4.2 Rationalisation policy 
 Council will pursue a policy of rationalising the network to enable limited resources to be directed to the routes identified as having 

substantial demand upon them by travelling stock. Council will apply to the State to have those routes not deemed to be necessary for the 
integrity of the network removed from the stock route network. 

 Council will identify those reserves on routes that no longer have sufficient demand from travelling stock upon them and investigate 
alternative uses for such reserves. Further Council will pursue a policy of constructing holding yards at reserves and watering facilities on 
routes in high demand from travelling stock so that alternative uses of the balance of the reserves may be investigated.  

 Council will identify additional or alternative routes and reserves that may be suitable for travel or agistment and apply to the State for 
addition to the stock route network. 

 In implementing this policy, Council will focus on using available resources to deliver the best possible service to as many users of the 
network as possible. In investigating alternative uses of elements of the network deemed to be not required for travelling stock, Council will 
apply the principle of user pays to ensure that the maintenance of such areas is at least cost neutral to Council and the state. Given the 
numerous factors to be considered in applying this policy, the details of Councils procedure is not included in this plan. Council has 
commenced a pilot project with the Queensland Murray Darling Committee, the regional Natural Resource Management body for this area, 
to develop an assessment tool to enable accurate assessment of the various values of the areas identified. 

 

2.1.4.3 Removal of impediments policy 
 Council will determine, through recommendations made by the stock route supervisor, the types and location of impediments to travelling 

stock on the network (eg illegal fences, car bodies etc) and order removal of such impediments through notices to landholders, 
incorporating tasks into Council work plans and applications for future capital funding etc. 

 Users of the route will be encouraged to offer feedback on obstacles that they encounter during the course of their travels when receiving 
their permits. 
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2.1.5 Network integrity issues  
For Waggamba Shire Council to meet the goals and targets set for network integrity, and to be able to manage the SRN in accordance with the 
network integrity policies the following issues need to be addressed: 
 

1. Ongoing ability to fund the removal/thinning of vegetation growing on the route and other maintenance. 
2. Reliable communication amongst stock route supervisors and to the drovers along the entire route of the proposed journey. 
3. Appropriate classification of stock routes. 
4. Consistency between shires as to the most appropriate mob size. 
5. Users of the route are not aware of the rules. 
 

2.1.6 Network integrity strategies and actions to address issues 
 

Strategy Action By Who Priority By When 

Continue to apply 
for funds to thin 
vegetation 

Apply for funds in next round of capital funding for thinning on 
P5 from Llalaguli to Bungunya 

LG High When 
available 

Apply for funds in next round of capital funding for thinning on 
Bungunya reserve. 

LG High When 
available 

Maintain 
communication 
between Rangers 

Encourage active participation in workshops, field days and 
training for stock route staff 

LG Medium When 
available 

Facilitate perhaps annual training updates for rangers (lobby 
DNRM for this to be arranged) 

DNRM (with 
assistance from LG’s) 

Medium 2006 

Review classification 
of stock routes 

Undertake a review of the appropriateness of state classification 
structure for current mob sizes and to determine whether 
regional variations may be relevant 

DNRM (with 
assistance from LG’s) 

Medium 2006 

Review current classifications against actual data and make 
submission to DNRM for reclassification 

LG High 2005 

Engage 
neighbouring shires 
as to maximum mob 
sizes 

Write to Tara, Balonne, Millmerran and Inglewood Shires and 
the Northern Slopes Pasture Protection board suggesting that 
we set a maximum mob size of 1000 cattle or small animal 
equivalents, with stock in common ownership to separated by a 
minimum of 48 hours. (See also 2.5.5 Infrastructure 
Management & 2.8.4.2 Travel Permit Policy) 

WSC High 2005 
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Commence public 
education campaign 
for users 

Submit articles re current rules to local news outlets. Seek 
articles from the DNRM  

LG with assistance of 
DNRM 

Medium 2005 

Provide update to local landholders at annual community 
meetings 

LG Medium 

 
 

2.2 Grazing management 

2.2.1 Relevance for SRN management 
The Waggamba Shire Council believes that successful grazing management will directly contribute to the “management” principle of stock 
route network management as set out in the Act.  That is, pasture availability and land condition will contribute towards the legislative principle 
in which the stock route network is managed “to maintain and improve the network’s natural resources”, and management of grazing pressure 
to provide sufficient ground cover will ensure that the network “remains available for public use” now and in the future. 
 
This plan’s objectives for grazing management also contribute to implementing the State Strategy in that it aims to achieve sustainable 
management.  That is, it implements best management practices for on-ground management and provides for training and education to 
achieve sustainable use. 
 

2.2.2 Goal 
To minimise the grazing impacts of travelling stock, and/or agisted stock, on the land condition of the SRN within Waggamba Shire, and to 
ensure that grazing resources are available for future use. 
 

2.2.3 Indicators and targets 
 

Grazing management indicators Targets 

► Percentage of land on SRN in LGA in A condition 
► Percentage of land on SRN in LGA in B condition 
► Percentage of land on SRN in LGA in C condition 
► Percentage of land on SRN in LGA in D condition 

► 50 % 
► 30 % 
► < 10 % 
► < 5 % 
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2.2.4 Grazing management policies 
The land and pasture management policy as set out below outlines the areas that the Waggamba Shire Council sees as important management 
issues that require strategic management tools in order to achieve sustainable grazing of stock routes and reserves for travelling stock within 
the shire.  The Council is committed to implementing this policy through its administrative and work-planning processes and through sound 
decision-making. 
 

2.2.4.1 Land and Pasture Management Policy 
 The stock route supervisor will carry out land condition monitoring annually in the period between March and May to determine carrying 

capacities and estimated grazing days for the SRN, which will feed into permit assessment and other management decision-making 
processes. Until the Stocktake grazing resource-monitoring program is available, the assessment will be based upon the supervisor’s skills 
and local knowledge. All lands will be categorised into wither Very Good, Good, Satisfactory or Poor condition. 

 The stock route supervisor will regularly monitor the land condition of land determined to be in good condition and apply relevant 
management if the deteriorates to satisfactory condition. 

 Land determined to be in satisfactory or poor condition will be spelled until reaches at least good condition. 
 Land determined to be in poor condition on primary and secondary stock routes will be rehabilitated. (Seasonal conditions permitting) 
 Areas determined through regular monitoring to have more pasture than is required for travelling stock will be managed in this order of 

priority:  
1. Short-term agistment under a permit (where there is interest),  
2. Burning (when for environmental/safety reasons); or  
3. Baling (through a call for expressions of interest).  

 The Council will take land conditions into account when making decisions regarding stock and other land management issues, including 
considering carrying capacities of land to make decisions regarding travel, agistment (under permit) or agistment/occupation under a 
permit to occupy. 

 Impacts to pastures during the seed setting and growth period (November – March) and following fire will be minimised through spelling 
and permitting restrictions (refer to section “Permitting Travel and Agistment” in this plan). 

 

2.2.5 Grazing management issues  
For Waggamba Shire Council to meet the goals and targets set for grazing management, and to be able to manage the SRN in accordance with 
the grazing management policies the following issues need to be addressed: 
 
1. Capability within council to monitor land condition is limited, as staff are not proficient in the monitoring methods or the technical side 

of calculating carrying capacities, and 
2. Spelling of primary and secondary routes for rehabilitation will create some controversy, and 
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3. Some means of assessing the variable needs of travelling stock required. 
4. The supplementary feeding of stock on the network increases the risk of the introduction of pests and enables use of the routes when 

they are at their most vulnerable stage (i.e.  with little pasture for soil protection). 
5. Capacity within council to accurately identify overgrazing and the early signs of salinity. 
6. Co-operation with neighbouring shires to spell routes at the same time. 
7. Multi-shire permits or permits in advance should be issued to ensure that pasture is correctly allocated. 
8. Information as to pasture condition must be available to drovers to allow them to adequately plan their trip and arrange permits. 

2.2.6 Grazing management strategies and actions to address issues 
 

Strategy Action By Who Priority By When 

Increase grazing 
management skills 
of the Stock Route 
Supervisor 

Stock Route Supervisor and relevant rural services staff to 
attend a ‘Stocktake’ training program provided by the 
Department of Natural Resources. 

LG Very High ASAP 

Stock Route Supervisor to attend a ‘Grazing Land Management 
Educational Workshop’ provided by the Meat and Livestock 
Association. 

LG Medium When 
available 

Raise awareness Notify the public and users of the network that the routes will be 
spelled and when they will be spelled. 

LG Very High As required 

Provide alternative 
routes 

Permit travel on alternate routes LG High When 
required 

Develop seasonal 
outlook/ travelling 
stock requirements 
correlation 

Undertake national research of seasonal data versus the 
demands of travelling stock to develop a relationship for the 
prediction of demands of travelling stock. 

DNRM / LG High ASAP 

No supplementary 
feeding policy 

Prohibit the practice of supplementary feeding on SRN (see 
2.8.4.2) 

LG High This plan 

Develop state 
system of recording 
and distributing 
pasture condition 
assessments for 
users to access 

Develop web based system of collating pasture assessments DNRM Medium As resources 
allow 

Increase knowledge 
of salinity 

Rural service staff to attend workshops and training as to the 
warning signs of salinity and management tools. 

LG (DNRM/QMDC to 
help facilitate) 

High As available 
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2.3 Significant area management 

2.3.1 Relevance for SRN management 
Effective management of environmental, cultural and ecological areas on the network will directly contribute to the “management” principle of 
stock route network management as set out in the Act.  Significant areas are perhaps the most important natural resources to be managed by 
this plan, with sustainable management essential to ensure that the multiple uses of the network continue into the future.  Identifying and 
protecting these significant areas may lead to greater participation in management activities from various community groups, thus achieving 
another key principle of the act, “commitment by the community to manage the network.”  
  
This plan’s objectives for significant area management also contribute to implementing the State Strategy in that it aims to achieve sustainable 
management and community involvement.  That is, the plan will lead to the introduction of management practices to inventory and identify 
values, manage and protect them, rehabilitate them if required and most important advertise their existence.  
 

2.3.2 Goal 
To minimise the impacts of stock activities on areas of significance on the SRN within Waggamba Shire Council. 
 

2.3.3 Indicators and targets 
 

Significant area management indicators Targets 

► Inventory of significant areas, their extent and condition 
 
► Inventory of incidents causing degradation and their causes. 

► That the number and extent of significant areas does 
not decrease and that the conditions do not decline. 

► Zero incidents caused by stock. 
 

2.3.4 Significant area management policies 
 
The Waggamba Shire Council recognises numerous significant areas in the Shire, ranging from cultural heritage sites (indigenous and historic) 
to areas that hold significant environmental value (including riparian areas and areas of significant biodiversity).  At this stage, this plan aims to 
manage the SRN in these areas to a degree that minimises impacts by travelling and agisted stock on the significant area. As Council officers 
skills improve and workloads permit, it is envisaged that a more thorough and detailed policy will be prepared for inclusion in a future review of 
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the plan. Council will also continue to work on a project initiated by the QMDC whereby assessment of key reserves will be undertaken with a 
view to preparing individual management plans to permit alternative uses such as recreational camping, bird watching and bushwalking.  
 

2.3.4.1 Riparian area management policy 
 Riparian areas used as a watering point that are within 3 km of a stock route watering facility with sufficient water resources, will be closed 

to stock to minimise stock damage to the riparian area.  Permittees will be advised of these sites upon issue of the permit (where possible) 
and signage will be displayed at the riparian area redirecting stock to the nearby watering facility. 

 Riparian areas with disturbed vegetation or eroded banks most likely caused by use, as a stock watering point will be rehabilitated as 
resources allow. 

 Council will enlist the assistance of the Queensland Murray Darling Committee to provide technical advice as to identification and 
management of riparian areas and to possibly assist with the funding of remedial or preventative works. 

 

2.3.4.2 Biodiversity management policy 
 Areas identified as being highly significant areas in terms of biodiversity shall be monitored by either the stock route supervisor, or through 

other monitoring programs (eg volunteers and school groups).  Results will be compiled and considered during plan reviews to rectify 
problems. 

 Alternative routes and reserves shall be investigated to replace routes and reserves containing remnant vegetation subject to degradation 
by travelling and agisted stock. 

 Council shall produce a series of maps displaying the significant areas located within the Shire from information available through the 
various State agencies. 

 The stock route supervisor will evaluate the effectiveness of fencing off significant areas for retention of biodiversity, providing 
recommendations to Council.  Council will approve fencing where appropriate to do so and as resources allow. 

 

2.3.4.3 Cultural heritage policy 
 Areas identified as being highly significant areas in terms of cultural heritage shall be monitored by either the stock route supervisor, or 

through other monitoring programs (eg volunteers and school groups).  Results will be compiled and considered during plan reviews to 
rectify problems. 

 The stock route supervisor will evaluate the effectiveness of fencing off culturally significant areas, providing recommendations to Council.  
Council will approve fencing where appropriate to do so and as resources allow. 

 Stock travelling within 10 metres of a culturally significant area must, as a condition of their permit, be fenced off from the site using 
temporary electric tape fences (if no permanent fence present).  

 Prior to undertaking infrastructure or other significant works, Council will consider the possibility of the existence of cultural heritage values 
and take reasonable steps to incorporate appropriate controls into its work practices. 
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2.3.5 Significant area management issues  
For Waggamba Shire Council to meet the goals and targets set for significant area management, and to be able to manage the SRN in 
accordance with the significant area management policies the following issues need to be addressed: 
 

1. Council does not have the capability to appropriately identify and monitor significant areas, and 
2. Restricting stock access to areas on primary and secondary routes for conservation will create some controversy. 
3. Council officers workloads do not permit the addition of further duties to their role. 
4. Ongoing funding of these areas. 

 

2.3.6 Significant area management strategies and actions to address issues 
 

Strategy Action By Who Priority By When 

Increase capacity 
within council to 
identify and monitor 
significant areas 

Provide training to Stock Route Supervisor on significant area 
identification, monitoring and management through the 
Environmental Protection Authority. 

LG Medium 2006 

Outsource 
monitoring of 
significant areas 

Investigate regional bodies capacity to monitor significant areas LG/QMDC High End of 2005 

Engage volunteer groups and/or regional body resources to 
monitor significant areas 

LG High End of 2005 

Raise awareness Notify the public and users of the network about the routes that 
will be fenced off for conservation 

LG Very high As required 

Provide alternative 
routes 

Where significant area management leads to integrity of route 
being eroded, investigate permanent relocation of route 

LG with assistance of 
DNRM 

 When 
required 

Apply for external 
funding 

Design upgrades of facilities to incorporate significant area 
management principles and source external funding accordingly 

LG/QMDC High As required 
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2.4 Risks and safety management 

2.4.1 Relevance for SRN management 
As with all activities of Council, risk management is an essential component of effective planning. In relation to the SRN, this plan aims to 
introduce policy to ensure that the route remains available for use and is regularly monitored and evaluated for risks and exposures. 
 
This plan deals with the State strategy of “Safety for users of the network and community” through the various actions designed to minimise 
the risk of accidents for the multiple uses of the SRN and the road corridors in which they often run. 
 

2.4.2 Goal 
The SRN in Waggamba Shire is a safe environment for the people and stock permitted to use it, and that the use of the SRN does not cause 
harm to other people and equipment that may use the road corridor for other purposes. 
 

2.4.3 Indicators and targets 
 

Risk and safety management indicators Targets 

► Number of possible hazards 
► Number of reported incidents 

► 0-2 
► 0-2 

 

2.4.4 Risk and safety management policies 
(In this section a “risk” is the potential impacts another use or user may have on travelling or agisted stock; while a “safety issue” deals with 
the impacts travelling or agisted stock may have on other uses or users.) 
 

2.4.4.1 Risks and safety issues policy 
 Council will prioritise identified risks and safety issues annually, with priorities included in Council’s annual works program (eg facility 

maintenance works programs). 
 The stock route supervisor will conduct annual risk and safety issue audits of all stock route facilities, reporting information to Council for 

annual prioritisation.  

 Information and complaints received from the community and users will be processed through Councils complaints and electronic records 
system. This information will link up with the stock route supervisors audits to be reported to Council for action. 

 Council will encourage local stockowners regularly crossing roads to apply for recognition as a permanent stock crossing. 
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2.4.5 Issues  
For Waggamba Shire Council to meet the goals and targets set for risk and safety management, and to be able to manage the SRN in 
accordance with the risk and safety management policies the following issues need to be addressed: 
 

1. Users of the network are not aware of their obligations to erect signs and manage traffic; 
2. Many motorists are not aware of the multi-purpose nature of country roads; 
3. Standards of construction and the condition of facilities vary with no clear direction as to a minimum standard; 
4. Insufficient resources to control toxic weeds.  
 

2.4.6 Risk and safety management strategies and actions to address issues 
 

Strategy Action By Who Priority By When 

Raise awareness Educate drovers of their obligation under permits to erect 
signage 

DNRM & LG Very High June 2005 
and ongoing 

Raise awareness Investigate the erection of signs at entry to shire advising of 
multi-purpose nature of the road 

LG High Dec 2005 

Introduce minimum 
standards for 
facilities 

Council to pursue the design and introduction of a state wide 
infrastructure policy (eg signage, standards of construction etc) 
to minimise hazards (see also 2.5 Infrastructure Management) 
 

LG Medium 2006 

Source External 
Funding 

Continue to look for external sources for funding and resources. 
(see also 2.6.6 Pest management) 

LG / QMDC / DNRM High Ongoing 

Enforce compliance 
with requirement to 
display signs  

Stock Route Supervisor to enforce compliance with requirement 
for signs to displayed 

LG Very High Ongoing 

 

2.5 Infrastructure management 

2.5.1 Relevance for SRN management 
Management of infrastructure is essential to ensure that all government “resources are targeted to meet priorities” and that the network 
“remains available for public use”. Well-placed, constructed and maintained watering facilities will ensure that the integrity of the network 
remains intact in periods of high demand and poor seasonal conditions. This plan also seeks to establish where possible, situations where 
“persons who benefit from the infrastructure pay a reasonable amount for that use”. 
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2.5.2 Goal 
Travelling stock can access well-maintained water supplies and holding yards at regular intervals along primary and secondary routes of the 
SRN within Waggamba Shire. All fences adjoining primary and secondary routes are maintained to a stock proof standard. 
 

2.5.3 Indicators and targets 
 

Infrastructure management indicators Targets 

► Facilities are maintained at good to fair condition 
► Maximum distance between water facilities on primary and secondary routes 

► 100% of facilities in good – fair condition 
► 10 to 20 kms 

 

2.5.4 Infrastructure management policies 
 

2.5.4.1 Construction and maintenance policy 
 Facility maintenance and construction needs will be prioritised by Council annually, with priorities included in Council’s annual works 

program (eg facility maintenance works programs). 

 The stock route supervisor will audit the condition of all stock route facilities on an annual basis, reporting conditions to Council in time for 
its annual works prioritisation. 

 Council will apply to the State for capital works funding for identified annual construction and maintenance priorities. 
 Priority works identified by Council in its annual works program that receive sufficient funding, will be completed as per the works schedule. 
 Council to negotiate with the State and landholders who are party to water agreements transferring responsibility for the maintenance of 

facilities on minor and inactive routes in exchange for the waiver of water agreement fees. 

 Users of the network will be encouraged to provide input as to the location and standard of infrastructure at the time of receiving their 
permit. 

 

2.5.5 Infrastructure management issues  
For Waggamba Shire Council to meet the goals and targets set for infrastructure management, and to be able to manage the SRN in 
accordance with the infrastructure management policies the following issues need to be addressed: 
 

1. Inconsistent standards for construction and maintenance of infrastructure between regions and indeed councils which leads to a 
variety of risk to safety, inconsistency in the capacity of facilities and varying maintenance and replacement costs; 
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2. Funding applied for and granted annually therefore difficult to plan for management practices over longer time frames. (no certainty 
of funding) 

3. All water agreement fees to be directed back into maintenance in that area. 
4. Mob sizes need to be limited to capability of the facilities. 
5. Legislative restrictions to the construction of new facilities to capture overland flow to replace watering points impacting upon 

riparian areas. 
 

2.5.6 Infrastructure management strategies and actions to address issues 
 

Strategy Action By Who Priority By When 

Best Practice 
Standards 

Develop best practice standards for the construction and 
maintenance of various facilities 

DNRM (perhaps a 
working group of 
supervisors) 

High As resources 
allow 

Longer term 
funding/fixed 
funding approvals 
 

Review the capital funding methodology to look at fixed funding 
to assist in capital improvement planning. Also review the 
process within DNRM to ensure that sufficient time exists once 
capital funding is approved, to have the job done within the 
financial year. 

DNRM Very High Dec 2005 

Retain water 
agreement fees 
within Council 

Lobby DNRM for moneys collected as a result of water facility 
fees to be retained within Council as Councils pay for 
administration and maintenance and often outgoings for 
agreements where water is bought. 

LG  / DNRM High June 2006 

Repair facilities in 
“poor” condition 

Seek external funding to improve facilities detailed as “poor” in 
assessment provided in appendices. 

LG Very High July 2005 

Prioritise 
upgrade/repair of 
facilities in  “fair” 
condition 

Prepare submission prioritising the list for inclusion in next round 
of funding. 

LG High July 2005 

Limit Mob Sizes Incorporate mob size limits into travel policy in an attempt to 
protect viability of facilities and to limit damage of large mobs. 
(See Travel Permit Policy 2.8.4.2) 

LG Very High This plan 
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2.6 Pests and diseases management 

2.6.1 Relevance for SRN management 
Given the magnitude of the pest management problem confronting council, this plan aims to prioritise the treatment of weeds to ensure that 
resources are utilised to meet targets. Further the plan aims to manage the network to ensure that outbreaks of toxic weeds do not infringe 
upon its use. It is also a primary objective to engage landholders and the community in a partnership approach to pest management. 
 

2.6.2 Goal 
Minimise the spread and introduction of pests and disease by stock that use the SRN and minimise the impacts that pests may have to stock 
using the SRN. 
 

2.6.3 Indicators and targets 
 

Pests and diseases management indicators Targets 

► Percentage of SRN area covered by pest plants 
► Number of disease reports or findings suspected to have originated from stock using primary 

and secondary routes on the SRN 
► Number of pest plant species present on primary and secondary routes that are harmful to 

stock 

► < 25 % 
► < 2 
 
► Zero 

 

2.6.4 Pests and diseases management policies 
 

 Council’s pest management plan will be implemented in so far as it relates to the SRN 
 Council will consult with landholders in an attempt to introduce a scheme whereby landholders are responsible for the area of minor or 

inactive route adjacent to their property.  Council will offer support to the landholder in exchange for them accepting responsibility for the 
area.   

  

2.6.5 Pests and diseases management issues  
For Waggamba Shire Council to meet the goals and targets set for pest and disease management, and to be able to manage the SRN in 
accordance with the pest and disease management policies the following issues need to be addressed: 
 

1. Some routes have several infestations of mother-of-millions, which is harmful to stock; 
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2. Lack of adequate resources to effectively control pests on network; 
3. Co-ordination of private/public activities is difficult to achieve (enforcement, cost, sheer scale); 
4. No accurate data is available as to presence of pests on the network. 
5. Multiple users of the network and road corridors, many of which are outside of the control of permits and legislation. 
6. Lack of knowledge of users of network as to poisonous weeds. 
7. Landholders do not understand their obligations in respect of the Act. 
 

2.6.6 Pests and diseases management strategies and actions to address issues 
 

Strategy Action By Who Priority By When 

Remove mother of 
millions from 
primary routes 

Investigate best options for removing mother-of-millions (i.e. 
landcare group partnership and rehabilitation versus spray 
treatment by council) 

LG / Landcare/ QMDC Very High ASAP 

Carry out initial treatment and follow-up treatment to mother-of-
millions on primary routes 

LG Very High As resources 
allow 

Survey minor and 
inactive routes 

Carry out monitoring and mapping in accordance with Pest 
Management Plan 

LG High June 2006 

Reduce pest plants 
on primary and 
secondary routes 

Treat pest plants in accordance with the Pest Management Plan. LG High Ongoing 

Value Add Council 
resources 

Investigate partnerships with Landcare sub-catchment groups to 
value add Councils resources by “seed funding” joint projects 
and applications for other funding. 

LG / Landcare/ QMDC Very High August 2005 

Distribute Pest 
information 

Distribute mother of millions and parthenium information with 
travel permits and ask users to notify council of infestations on 
primary routes 

LG High July 2005 

Inform landholders 
of their obligations 

Provide education to landholders and users of the SRN as to 
their obligations in relation to the management of pests, in 
accordance with the WSC Pest Management Plan. 

LG High Ongoing 
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2.7 Water agreements management 

2.7.1 Relevance for SRN management 
Council believes that the management of water agreements is a key factor in ensuring that the networks natural resources and travelling stock 
facilities are maintained for use by travelling stock and others. Through entering agreements to share the cost of providing facilities, council 
will also be advancing the key principles of the act regarding user pays and community partnerships.  
 

2.7.2 Goal 
To derive an income from water agreements and reduce costs by using water agreements to reduce maintenance by local government, while 
ensuring that the water needs of travelling stock are met and that the water resources of other people with rights to the water are not 
negatively impacted upon. 
 

2.7.3 Indicators and targets 
 

Water agreements management indicators Targets 

► Number of water agreements 
► Dollar income from water agreements 
► Locations and times where water runs out at a water facility which is under a water agreement, when there was a 

demand for water by stock travel  

► 8 
► $3000 
►  Zero 
 

 

2.7.4 Water agreements management policies 

 
 Council will identify routes and reserves that no longer have sufficient demand upon them by travelling stock and attempt to negotiate 

agreements to permit alternative uses of the water and to shift the responsibility for maintenance to other users. 

 Council will review and update existing agreements to ensure that they remain appropriate. 
 When entering agreements, Council will attempt to purchase water from other landholders rather than supply it for a fee. 
 

2.7.5 Water agreements management issues  
For Waggamba Shire Council to meet the goal set for infrastructure management, and to be able to manage the SRN in accordance with the 
water agreement management policies the following issues need to be addressed: 
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1. Templates required to provide a consistent format for agreements. 
2. Pricing is dealt with by DNRM. 
3. Maintenance standards vary amongst individuals and indeed facilities. 
 

2.7.6 Water agreements management strategies and actions to address issues 
 

Strategy Action By Who Priority By When 

Develop a process 
for assessing and 
preparing water 
agreements 

Document the agreed process for assessing and pricing water 
agreement applications and their format 

LG and DNRM Medium June 2007 

Minimum standards 
of maintenance 

Introduce and document maintenance standards and procedures 
for council facilities 

LG Medium June 2007 

2.8 Permitting travel and agistment 

2.8.1 Relevance for SRN management 
This section of the plan deals with several of the key principles of the act. Council seeks to provide information to the public through the 
permitting system as to the various uses of the network to ensure that individuals attempt to protect it. The permitting system is also the 
primary means by which council will manage the SRN to ensure that sufficient pasture and water remains for its ongoing use and to receive a 
reasonable payment from users for its use. 
 

2.8.2 Goal 
To carry out the process of assessing applications for permits to travel and/or agist stock on the SRN that ensures that the resources of SRN 
are sustained. 
 

2.8.3 Indicators and targets 
 
It was determined too difficult to apply appropriate indicators and targets for this section as it is very much out of Councils control in terms of 
the number of permits that are applied for. Effective management should lead to the availability of more pasture for agistment however 
seasonal conditions would at some point override even the best management.  
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2.8.4 Permitting travel and agistment policies 
 

2.8.4.1 Agistment allocation policy  
 
a. In accordance with the Act, council will only grant permits to applicants who  
 

1. Are landowners adversely affected by drought fire or flood; (drought effect to be evidenced by existence of either shire or 
independent property drought declarations) or 

2. Have a travel permit and wish to temporarily cease travel for animal husbandry etc; or 
3. Be responding to a notice published by the Local Govt. inviting applications for agistment. 

 
b.  In assessing the application, Council will consider the following. 

1. The applicant must not have held a stock route agistment permit for the same land in the preceding 3 months. 
2. Sufficient pasture will be available to satisfy the needs of travelling stock. 
3. Sufficient water will be available for the duration of the agistment and, if a travelling stock facility is to be used, that there will 

be sufficient water to cater to the needs of travelling stock and any party to a water agreement. 
4. The land is not subject to a lease, licence, permit or authority. 
5. The stock will not introduce a declared pest into an area where it does not already exist. 
6. The agistment will not degrade the land. 
7. The stock will not compromise road safety. 
8. The stock are affected by a notifiable or prescribed disease. 
9. The applicant has adequate Public Liability Insurance. 
10. The timing of the application such that they will be considered on a first in first served basis. 

 
c.  In accordance with the principle of equity, council will attempt to share available pasture amongst as many stockowners as possible by 

limiting the duration of initial agistment permits to 14 days at the expiration of which a further extension of the permit up to 28 days 
may be granted provided that no other landholder has applied for the same pasture, has meet the conditions of the act and is 
determined to be of a higher priority pursuant to Section D below. 

 
d.  If more than one application is received for the same pasture, priority will be given to applicants requiring agistment for reasons outside 

of their control (eg drought, fire etc.). Subsequent priority will then be given to stock breaking from travel, and finally stock requiring 
agistment for other reasons.  
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e. The stock routes supervisor will generally determine the possibility of excess pasture at the time of carrying out the annual pasture 
inspection (see Section 2.2.4.1). This is regarded as the most appropriate time to determine the availability of pasture as historical data 
suggests that the winter period May to August is the period of highest demand for the network.  

 
f. Due to the time restraints and the cost of advertising the availability of pasture for agistment, Council will lobby the Department of 

Natural Resources and Mines to relax the advertising requirements as in most cases the pasture is only cost effective to be accessed by 
landholders in close proximity to the pasture.  

 
g. Council will not issue agistment permits on primary stock routes but may provide agistment on reserves on primary routes where 

holding yards exist for travelling stock. This policy may be relaxed in seasons of abundant pasture growth. Agistment permits on other 
routes and reserves may be issued in accordance with the Act and Councils policy. 
 

2.8.4.2 Travel Permit Policy 
 
a. In deciding an application Council will consider each of the following. 
 

1. Whether sufficient pasture and water is available for the number to be travelled along the identified route. 
(Generally Land must be in condition A or B according to the pasture monitoring system in place) 

2. Whether the stock will introduce or spread a declared pest into the area. 
3. The possibility of whether stock is affected by a notifiable disease. 
4. The condition of the stock is sufficient to travel the prescribed rate. 
5. The stock will compromise road safety. 
6. The use of the pasture is equitable. 
7. The applicant possesses sufficient public liability insurance. 

 
b. Travel on routes in limited demand, may be permitted at a rate slower than 10 kilometres per day as prescribed by the Act as a means 

of managing excess pasture. Such routes will be identified in the annual pasture inspection. 
 
c. Due to the high volume of traffic, narrow nature of routes and existence of thick vegetation and obstacles, stock route travel permits 

will not be issued for travel on the following sections of highway: - 
 

 Leichhardt Highway from Goondiwindi to the Gore Highway intersection 
 Entire length of the Gore Highway, 
 Entire length of the Cunningham Highway.   
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d. Agistment permits will be issued on a first come first served basis. It is the responsibility of the stockowner to organise permits for the 

entire length of their trip in advance to avoid the situation whereby insufficient pasture may exist for travelling stock. 
 
e. Supplementary feeding of stock will not be permitted on the stock route network. 
 
f. Applications for permits to move cattle exceeding 1000 in number will be refused. Stockowners will be notified that stock of common 

ownership travelling on separate permits must be separated by a minimum of 48 hours. 
 
g. Applications to travel bulls on the SRN will not be granted. 
 

2.8.4.3 Permit Monitoring Policy 
 
a. The stock route supervisor will visit all travelling stock regularly (at least once each week) to ensure that they are meeting their 

obligations pursuant to the Act and the permit. At that time, and in accordance with the Act the stock route supervisor may serve a 
mustering notice upon the person in control of the stock in order that he may ascertain compliance. Where possible, a mustering notice 
served for travelling stock will generally require stock to be mustered at the next available holding yard. 

 

2.8.5 Permitting travel and agistment issues  
For Waggamba Shire Council to meet the goal set for permitting travel and agistment, and to be able to manage the SRN in accordance with 
the permitting travel and agistment policies the following issues need to be addressed: 
 

1. Local rate payers are wanting to be given priority to agist on the SRN 
2. Entire reserves are rarely used by travelling stock where holding yards are available 
3. Fees are not closely aligned to market values therefore attract unnecessary applications. (seen as first option not last). 
4. Users are not aware of the requirement to be effected by flood, fire or drought; 
5. Process of making excess pasture available is expensive, time consuming and difficult; 
6. Travelling stock requirements are seasonal and often not related to conditions in our area and are therefore difficult to estimate. 
7. Consistency of enforcement of rules across local governments. 
8. Minimum travel fees do not cover the cost of issuing a permit. 
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2.8.6 Permitting travel and agistment strategies and actions to address issues 
 

Strategy Action By Who Priority By When 

Raise awareness of 
the need to provide 
fair and equal 
access to the 
resource. 

Issue a public notice and continue to submit advertising and 
editorial material on the equal rights to the use of and rules for 
access to the SRN 

LG / DNRM High Ongoing 

Add discussion of the new plan and rules for use of the network 
to the agenda for council community meetings  

LG Very High March 2005 

Increase number of 
holding yards to 
allow reserves to be 
agisted to locals 

Review the reserves on primary and secondary routes to 
ascertain where holding yards are required 

LG High July 2005 

Build holding yards at those points that require them LG /DNRM High As resources 
allow 

Make reserves available to locals for agistment LG High ASAP 

Remove maximum 
fee limit 
 

Lobby for the removal of the maximum fee limit in legislation LG / DNRM High Ongoing 

Separate use of 
reserves and routes 
to ensure equitable 
allocation 
 

Introduce policy allowing for agistment of reserves and no 
agistment on primary routes  

LG Very High This plan 

Enforcement 
training for staff 
 

Stock route supervisor and relevant staff to attend regional 
training/workshops/field days to formally and informally discuss 
enforcement issues. (see also 2.1.6 communication) 

LG / DNRM (to 
facilitate) 

High As available 

Raise minimum 
permit fee 
 

Lobby to have the minimum permit fee raised to $15 to cover 
the increased cost of issuing permits 

LG / DNRM Very High Dec 2005 
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2.9 Compliance 

2.9.1 Relevance for SRN management 
Effective monitoring of users of the network will ensure compliance with the act, council policy and conditions of permits. Obviously these rules 
were put in place to manage the network to ensure it remains available for public use and to maintain the networks natural resources.  
 

2.9.2 Goal 
To follow-up on compliance issues in accordance with the act. 
 

2.9.3 Indicators and targets 
 

Compliance indicators Targets 

► Number of compliance issues 
► Number of notices/warnings issued 
► Number of prosecutions carried out 

► 0-2 per year 
► 0-2 per year 
► 0-2 per year 

 
 

2.9.4 Compliance policy   
 It is Councils intention to promote positive compliance with the requirements of the act etc. Issues will generally be dealt with in 

accordance with the following flowchart: - 
 

Offence noticed or complaint received 

 
Investigation by authorised person within 24 hours of notification 

 
Is offender under permit? 

          

Yes  Cancel permit (if conditions of section 128 met)  No  Pursue matter in courts 
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2.9.5 Compliance issues  
For Waggamba Shire Council to meet the goal and targets set for compliance, and to be able to manage the SRN in accordance with the 
compliance policies the following issues need to be addressed: 
 

1. Stock have difficulty travelling required distances and are more likely to stray when travelling with bulls; 
2. Many users are not aware of their obligations; 
3. Staff have no power to enforce compliance other than cancellation of permit (on certain grounds) as it is not practical to run off to 

court to have a fine issued for not travelling the required rate per day. 
 

2.9.6 Compliance strategies and actions to address issues 
 

Strategy Action By Who Priority By When 

Develop 
enforcement 
partnerships with 
adjoining Shires 

Negotiate with adjoining Shires, have staff attend regional 
training days/workshops (see also 2.1.6) 

LG  (DNRM to 
facilitate) 

High As available 

Prevent bulls from 
travelling on route 

Lobby DNRM to regulate to prevent bulls from travelling on the 
SRN 

LG High Dec 2005 

Prohibit bulls from SRN through travelling permit policy (see 
2.8.4.2) 

LG High This plan 

Awareness of 
penalties for users 

Continue to provide information as to the obligations of users of 
the network and the penalties that may apply. 

DNRM / LG Very High Ongoing 

Awareness of 
process for staff 

Provide training to operational and administrative staff as to the 
enforcement process 

LG / DNRM Very High September 
2005 

Ensure local options 
to recover costs of 
enforcement are 
applied 

In accordance with the legislation, develop and implement a set 
hourly rate for staff engaged in seizing/impounding stock and 
have it collected by staff in addition to the release fee. 

LG High July 2005 

 



3 Implementation of the plan 

3.1 Council resources 

Council has a strong rural service team consisting of the Stock Route Supervisor and 
two assistants. The team have the following resources available at their disposal: - 
 

Landcruiser Utility  

Hilux Utility 

Isuzu – Medium Truck 

Gooseneck Stock Float 

10 x Portable Panel / Yards 

Chains & Tongs 

Axes 

3 x Chainsaws (2 large & 1 small) 

Boring Machine 

2 x Honda 4x4 Quads with 60 litre spray 

tanks 

2 reel Quick spray 

1 reel Quick spray 

800kg Hi-ab 

400kg Hi-ab 

Petrol cement mixer 

Stainless Steel table 

2 x Strainers 

Assorted hand tools, shovels, crowbars 

2 Double Bay Horse Floats 

Tandem Trailer (Quick spray) 

1 Permanent chemical storage shed 

.223 Sterling Rifle (steel cabinet) 

.22 Magnum Rifle 

Steel Stock Yards – (Pound) 

PPE for Chemical Application 

Stock Whip 

Portagas Branding Iron 

 

UHF Radios (Trucks & Quads) 
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Indicative Rural Services Budget over life of the plan 

 

STOCK ROUTE MANAGEMENT  2005-2006  2006-2007 2007-2008 2008-2009 

Revenue         

Fees          12,000          18,000          18,000          25,000  

Refundable Capital Services Income         

TOTAL REVENUE          12,000          18,000          18,000          25,000  

          

Premises Rental Depot            1,200  1200.00 1200.00 1200.00 

Depreciation          25,000  25000.00 25000.00 25000.00 

Stock Route Management - Wages        118,965  118965.00 120000.00 122250.00 

Water Facility Maintenance          15,200  15200.00 15500.00 15500.00 

Timber Treatment Stock Routes          21,000  15000.00 15000.00 15000.00 

Stock Route Planning            3,000  1000.00 1000.00 4000.00 

TOTAL EXPENSE        184,365        176,365        177,700        182,950  

     

NET EXPENSE       (172,365)      (158,365)      (159,700)      (157,950) 

 
 

3.2 Council commitment 

Waggamba Shire Council is committed to the measures outlined in this Stock Route 
Management Plan. The plan is seen as the central tool to ensure that the SRN is 
managed consistently to ensure a fair and equitable allocation of resources amongst 
the various users of the network.  
 
Council recognises that it has limited resources to carry out all of the actions required 
to meet this goal and will be looking to users and outside funding sources to obtain 
revenue to defray management costs. 
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4 Monitoring and evaluating the plan 

4.1 Performance indicators 

Performance indicators have been included with each of the management 
components of the plan.  These indicators will be monitored prior to the annual 
review period of the plan, and the achievement of targets will be assessed. 
 

4.2 Review 

The Waggamba Shire will form a working group of stakeholders who will consult in 
the period from April 1 to June 30 of each year to review the plan and make 
amendments if necessary. 
 
The Waggamba Shire Council will re-establish a working group at the end of the 
2008/2009 financial year to prepare the next Waggamba Shire SRN Management 
Plan 2009 – 2013. 
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5 Abbreviations 

 
Abbreviation Meaning 

BRCMA Border Rivers Catchment Management Association 
DMR The Department of Main Roads 
DPI The Department of Primary Industries 
EPA Environment Protection Agency 
LGA Local government area 
LG Local government 
DNRM The Department of Natural Resources and Mines 
QMDC Queensland Murray Darling Committee Inc. 
QPWS Queensland Parks and Wildlife Service 
SRN Stock Route Network 
SRNMP Stock Route Network Management Plan 
The Act The Land Protection (Pest and Stock Route Management) Act 

2003 
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6 Appendices 

6.1 Appendix 1 – Stock take grazing resource 
monitoring program 

Stock take is a grazing resource monitoring program developed by the Queensland 
Department of Primary Industries.  It is a program to monitor and classify land 
conditions. At the time of writing this plan, the training for local government staff 
had not been carried out. The program will be incorporated into the plan in a future 
review when further details are available. 
 



6.2 Appendix 2a – Inventory of Water facilities in Waggamba Shire Council 
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6.2 Appendix 2b – List of Reserves within Waggamba Shire Council 

 

Property Name Name Property Address1 Area (HA) Water Type 

Bensons Small Water Reserve RESERVE - WATER GILLING RD 2.631   

Common Paddock RESERVE - PASTURAGE BRENNANS RD 15.783 Callandoon Creek 

Toobeah Rodeo Reserve RESERVE - PASTURAGE BARWON HWY 19.4   

Brennans Road Reserve RESERVE - PASTURAGE BRENNANS RD 39.963 Dam 4000m3 and 13000litre tank & bore 

Retreat Reserve RESERVE - CAMPING & WATER LEICHHARDT HWY 42.315 No water 

BENGALLA RESERVE RESERVE - CAMPING & WATER KILDONAN RD 141.64 Dumaresq River and Dam 

BERBEAH RESERVE RESERVE - CAMPING & WATER BARWON HWY 2.706 Dam 8100m3 

BERYL RESERVE RESERVE - WATER BARWON HWY 153.351   

BERYL RESERVE RESERVE - CAMPING BARWON HWY 258.999   

BOOGERA RESERVE RESERVE - CAMPING & WATER TALWOOD-MEANDARRA RD 242.407   

BOONANGA RESERVE RESERVE - CAMPING TALWOOD-BOONANGA RD 59.5 Weir River 

BRIGALOW RESERVE RESERVE - CAMPING CUNNINGHAM HWY 75.7 Brigalow Creek 

BROOMFIELD RESERVE RESERVE - CAMPING & CROSSING GOODAR RD 62.727 Piggy Piggy Creek 

BUNGUNYA RESERVE RESERVE - CAMPING & WATER BARWON HWY 523.664 Dam 5000m3 and Weir River 

BUNGUNYA TOWN COMMON RESERVE - PASTURAGE BARWON HWY 88.6   

CURRAJONG RESERVE RESERVE - WATER GOODAR-RETREAT RD 5.469 Dam 5000m3  

DANE'S RESERVE RESERVE - CAMPING DANES RD 2.859 No water 

DAYMAR RESERVE RESERVE - CAMPING DAYMAR-THALLON RD 139.212 Dam 2500m3 

DEATH'S RESERVE RESERVE - CAMPING BARWON HWY 219.593 Dam 4600m3 

GIBINBELL (KEETAH) RESERVE RESERVE - CAMPING & WATER KILDONAN RD 155.653 Sub Artesian Bore 

GOONDIBILLA RESERVE RESERVE - CAMPING WYAGA RD 36.422 Commoran Creek 

GOONDIWINDI TOWN COMMON RESERVE - PASTURAGE TOWN COMMON AC RD 566.56 McIntyre River 

GRADNA RESERVE RESERVE - CAMPING, WATER & ROAD BARWON HWY 326.5 Dam 8000m3 

GUN CLUB RESERVE RESERVE - CAMPING & WATER BARWON HWY 60.016 Sub Artesian Bore 

GUNDIP RESERVE RESERVE - CAMPING & WATER KILDONAN RD 21.261 McIntyre River - Troughs 

IMINBAH RESERVE RESERVE - CAMPING & WATER GOODAR-RETREAT RD 1149.308 Dam 2500m3 and Weir River 
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KEETAH BRIDGE RESERVE RESERVE - WATER KILDONAN RD 11.332 River 

KILBRONAE RESERVE RESERVE - CAMPING & WATER GORE HWY 53 Gravel Pits 

LALAGULI RESERVE RESERVE - CAMPING & WATER BARWON HWY 423.302 Dam 4000m3 and Weir River 

LUNDAVRA RESERVE RESERVE - CAMPING, WATER, ROAD & KONDAR RD 241.9261 Dam 5000m3 

MERRIOTT RESERVE RESERVE - CAMPING & WATER MERRIOT RD 29.138 Weir River 

MINIMA SWAMP RESERVE RESERVE - CAMPING & WATER GOODAR RD 328 Dam 7600m3 

MINNABILLA RESERVE RESERVE - CAMPING, WATER & ROAD GOODAR-RETREAT RD 258.999 Water Agmt - Ballymeena  

MONTE CRISTO RESERVE RESERVE - WATER LEICHHARDT HWY 26.305 Lagoon 

MORECOURT RESERVE RESERVE - WATER GORE HWY 26.71 Creek 

MUNDA RESERVE RESERVE - WATER CUNNINGHAM HWY 10.93 Creek 

McGREGOR'S RESERVE RESERVE - CAMPING & WATER LEICHHARDT HWY 202.343 Creek 

McKECHNIE'S RESERVE RESERVE - CAMPING, WATER & ROAD YAGABURNE-B'DILLA RD 246 Artesian Bore 

NEWINGA RESERVE RESERVE - WATER TALWOOD-MUNGINDI RD 275.187 Creek 

RAINBOW RESERVE RESERVE - CAMPING & WATER KILDONAN RD 122 Natural Lagoon 

RAINMORE RESERVE RESERVE - CAMPING WYAGA RD 306 Dam 3800m3  

RAYMOND'S RESERVE RESERVE - CAMPING RUGBY RD 201.437 Dam 5000m3 

TALWOOD RESERVE RESERVE - CAMPING TALWOOD-BOONANGA RD 494 Weir River 

TALWOOD TOWN COMMON RESERVE - PASTURAGE BARWON HWY 111.42   

TAREWINNABAR RESERVE RESERVE - CAMPING KONDAR RD 269.116 Weir River 

TOOBEAH RESERVE RESERVE - CAMPING BARWON HWY 217.317 Creek 

UNDABRI RESERVE RESERVE - WATER GOODAR RD 9.963 Creek 

URANILLA RESERVE RESERVE - CAMPING & WATER NARROMINE RD 242.761 No Water 

WAR WAR RESERVE RESERVE - CAMPING & WATER MINNEL RD 212.46 Weir River 

WOLONGA RESERVE RESERVE - CAMPING & WATER TALWOOD-MUNGINDI RD 215.799 Borrow Pit Dam 

YELLOWBANK RESERVE RESERVE - WATER KILDONAN RD 15.581 River 
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6.3 Appendix 3 – Travelling stock usage of Waggamba Shire Council stock routes 

Waggamba Shire Council - Travelling Stock Units Movements      

(Travelling stock units are cattle days on the route (sheep are multiples of 6))      

 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 1999-2000 2000-01 2001-02 2002-03 2003-04 

                   

P5 37300 38499 116038 19779 41434 41909 246765 9862 108977 

P7   8350 1245 3223 7899 1408 10405 75 733 

P8 6859 7916 6296 11857 2398 1135 23024 15504 61531 

P9 300   135 1266 390 15000 1720     

S81 784 990 4083 1871 2712 2607 1528 864 1680 

S83 1465 1682 1576 3748 880 1313 1450 198   

S84 350 1721 1403 976 1167 2250 69   2432 

S85 183 165 2608 740 930 2706       

S86 373 487 1207 252 204 90 932 700 1032 

S87 2973 1655 2362 1993 764     204   

S88 119 351 1028 0           

M801 1236   910 350 495         

M802 720               250 

M806 4720 1019           320   

M807   660       208   1518   

M892         12292         

Shire 218 74 1445       5 340 900 

                   

Totals 57600 63569 140336 46055 71565 68626 285898 29585 177535 
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6.4 Appendix 4 - Six monthly graph of Stock Movement statistics 
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